Extension Activities for the Month of April,
2014 from IWST, Bangalore
•

A three day training programme on “SUSTAINABLE LAND AND ECOSYSTEM
MANAGEMENT (SLEM): PROBLEMS & PROSPECTS” was organized at the
th

INSTITUTE OF WOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, BANGALORE from 24 of
th

April 2014 to the 26 of April 2014, under the SLEM project. The SLEM project is
a joint initiative between the Government of India (GOI) and the Global
Environmental Facility (GEF), under the latter’s Country Partnership
Programme (CPP). The programme was organized for field officers of various
Government departments, forest department, Scientists and NGO’s of Karnataka
State. A total of 30 members participated in the training programme.
th

The training programme was inaugurated on the 24 by the chief guest, Shri.
Saibal Das Gupta, Deputy Director General (Extension), ICFRE, the guest of honor
Dr.T.P.Singh, Assistant Director General, Climate Change and National Project
Director SLEM, ICFRE and the Dr. V.Ramakantha, Director, IWST, Bangalore. The
chief guest in his key note address gave a holistic presentation on SLEM, its
objectives and the activities that would be undertaken in the next phase. He also
stressed on the importance of effective dissemination and showcasing of
technologies developed by various institutes. Dr. T.P. Singh, Project‐Director
SLEM in his talk on Sustainable Land and Ecosystem Management for Climate
Change mitigation discussed in length about climate change with reference to
India, REDD, REDD+, developments in India with reference to REDD+ along with
examples and future strategies to involve other states like Karnataka also in
REDD+ projects. The Director, IWST, Bangalore gave a talk on Biodiversity
Conservation with special reference to Western Ghats in which the trainees were
sensitized to the importance of biodiversity conservation and sustainable
management of ecosystem.

The other talks include Land degradation issues and its remedial measures with
special reference to the Western Ghats of Karnataka by Dr. V.Ramamurthy,
Principal Scientist National Bureau of Soil Survey & Land Use Planning,
Bangalore, Sustainable and Participatory Management of Natural Resources:
NABARD’s initiative in Karnataka by Shri. Jyothi Jagannath, Asst General
th

th

Manager, NABARD, Bangalore. On the 25 and 26 of April the trainees were
taken to Coorg district of Karnataka to study the sustainable land management
practices in the area. This district harbors diverse ecosystems like sacred
grooves, coffee agro forestry systems and natural forests. A talk on Payment for
Ecosystem Services (PES) ‐ Kodagu Model was given by Dr. Devagiri, Associate
Professor. College of Forestry, Ponnampete, Coorg. The Kodagu model is all
about evaluating key ecosystem services from the landscape of Kodagu and
adopting mechanisms to provide incentives to local communities to protect the
ecosystem. The participants were also taken to a coffee plantation to study about
the coffee based agro forestry systems being followed in Coorg. In order to
expose them to sacred groove conservation activities in Coorg, a talk on
“Importance and Conservation of Sacred Grooves” was give by Shri. Satish B.N,
Assistant Professor, College of Forestry, Ponnampete, Coorg followed by a visit
to sacred grove.

•

On the 21st of April, Dr. Parul Nigam from IIFM addressed all the scientists and
officers and delivered a talk on "Managing work stress through time
management".

